PRINCE™ SINGLE HANDLE PULL-OUT KITCHEN FAUCET

Model
D455510

Description
• Ceramic disc valve
• 7" high spout, 8 1/2" spout length
• 360 degree swivel spout
• Dual flow pattern
• Hose extension reach 16"
• Spring loaded pull down hose retraction system
• Metal lever handle
• Single hole mount with optional deck plate DA607955
• 1.75gpm (6.6L/min) max Aeration/2.2gpm (8.3L/min) max Spray @60psi
• Meets CEC Requirement

Standards
• NSF/ANSI 372
• ASME A112.18.1M/A112.18.1

Warranty
Danze products are covered by a manufacturer’s limited "lifetime" warranty for manufacturing defects.

Aeration Flow Rate

Finishes Available
• Chrome
• Other: Refer to Price List for additional finish

Standards

Ensure accessibility guidelines are met.